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Controlling the bursting size in the 

two-dimensional Rulkov model
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The Rulkov map
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The Rulkov map
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Adding noise

No noise

With bounded noise
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Control goal: increase the bursting size

map noise control
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Control goal: increase the bursting size

map noise control

Region Q
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Sculpting algorithm

Region Qo

(x,y)

f(x,y) map noise control

1º iteration

𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 ≤ 𝑢0
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Region Q1

map noise controlf(x,y)

(x,y)

2º iteration

𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 > 𝑢0

Sculpting algorithm
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Region Q2

map noise control

(x,y)

3º iteration..

Sculpting algorithm
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noise bound control bound

Sculpting algorithm: final set
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Control in the final set

control
f(x,y)
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Control:long bursting

Controlled time series
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Different noise Different sets
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Different noise Different sets
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Different noise Different sets
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Control Goal

map noise control
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Control:stopped bursing

Two control options:
-natural escape

-push the orbit out
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Control: similar bursting size
Additional control over ‘y’ to

follows the deterministic ‘y’
Each 5000 iterations the control ceases
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Transient chaos
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Transient chaos
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Transient chaos
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Conclusions

The control method presented is applied on

maps that exibits transient chaotic dynamics

and are affected by noise.

The control is applied with the goal to sustain

the orbit in certain región Q of the phase

space.

To apply we need to define Q, the bound of

noise and the bound of control applied. 

Through an iterative algorithm the región Q is

sculpted to obtain a subset S where the orbits

are controlled. 

uncontrolled

controlled
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